Global Presence

USA

- MIT media lab fellow in enable toys
- John Hopkins support in New R&D
- National Federation for the blind support for expanding in US.
- IUSSTF support
- Prof. Kyle Keane mentoring us (MIT assistive tech lab)

Turkey

- TOP 100 startups in World in startup Istanbul 2016.
- Tested and demonstrated our product in Türkan Sabancı Primary School.

France

- Tested and demonstrated our product in Institut National des Jeunes Aveugles.

Australia

- Tested and demonstrated our product in Victorian Blind Cricket Association.

Hong Kong

- Selected and Invited in RISE, Hong Kong 2017.
- Tested and demonstrated our product in Ebenezer School & Home for the Visually Impaired.

Korea

- Selected and supported by K Startup, NIPA; Department of Korea Govt.
- Tested our product in 12 different blind institutes across S Korea.
- Torchit has an established office in Korea.
- Exploring partnership with Korean Blind Institute and DOT incorporation.

UK

- Fellow in Leaders in Innovation by Royal Academy of Engineering, UK.
- Tested and demonstrated our product in Royal National Institute of Blind.

India

- 6000+ active users in western India.
- 100+ partner organizations
- Incorporated in India
- Patent published in India.